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a b s t r a c t

In this paper we introduce EvalNE, a Python toolbox for network embedding evaluation. The main
goal of EvalNE is to aid researchers and practitioners in performing consistent and reproducible
evaluations of new embedding methods, replicating existing evaluations, and conducting benchmark
studies. The toolbox can evaluate models independently of their programming language and assess
the quality of learned representations through data visualization and downstream tasks such as sign
and link prediction, network reconstruction, and node multi-label classification. EvalNE streamlines
evaluation by providing automation and abstraction for tasks such as hyperparameter tuning and
model validation, node and edge sampling, node-pair embedding computation, and performance
reporting. As a command line tool, configuration files describe the evaluation setup and guarantee
consistency and reproducibility. As an API, EvalNE provides the building blocks to design any evaluation
setup while minimizing the risk of evaluation errors.
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1. Motivation and significance

Network embedding (NE) or network representation learning
methods aim to learn low-dimensional representations of net-
work nodes as vectors, typically in the Euclidean space. These
representations can then be directly used for network visualiza-

tion or to efficiently perform a variety of downstream prediction
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asks. These tasks include sign prediction [1,2], link prediction [3,
], network reconstruction [5,6], and node classification [7,8]. A
igher performance on these downstream tasks is then generally
ssociated with a better representation of the network.
Evaluating NE methods based on downstream task perfor-

ance, however, is challenging and requires a number of addi-
ional steps and design choices which can confound the results,
arm reproducibility, and are prone to errors. Firstly, for each
ownstream task one must ensure that the input data is prepro-
essed consistently, such that all methods are correctly evaluated.
or instance, many NE methods require the input network to
ontain a single connected component (e.g. [4]) while some do
ot (e.g. [6]). Additionally, the necessary sets of train and test
ata (nodes or edges) can be selected according to a variety of
pproaches and be of different sizes [9]. Two popular choices for
dge sampling, for example, are pseudo-random train-test split
ith certain constraints or timestamp-based sampling (i.e., use
he most recent edges for testing and the remaining ones for
raining). Another source of evaluation inconsistencies is neg-
tive sampling [10]. This technique is commonly used in link
rediction evaluation to generate the negative class for the binary
lassification of edges and non-edges. The negative sampling
pproach and the relative sizes of the train and test non-edge
ets vary between scientific studies. Yet another challenge in NE
valuation is that embedding methods provide different types
f outputs. While some approaches only output node embed-
ings [11], others can provide node-pair embeddings [12] or even
ode similarities [4]. As such, specific pipelines for different out-
ut types are required. Particularly important, in this case, is the
omputation of node-pair embeddings from node embeddings
hich has been shown to strongly impact embedding quality [3].
inally, additional complexity stems from hyperparameter tuning,
ot only for the evaluated embedding methods, but also for the
ownstream task itself.
To address the above-mentioned challenges and simplify the

valuation of NE methods on downstream tasks, we introduce
valNE. The toolbox can be used both as a standalone application
r integrated in existing code.

valNE as a command line tool. EvalNE leverages configuration
iles that allow the user to describe complete experimental se-
ups, from the tasks, datasets and methods to use, to preprocess-
ng, sampling, hyperparameter tuning and metrics to optimize.
hese configuration files provide flexibility to define or replicate
ifferent experimental setups and are sufficient for complete re-
roducibility. After evaluation, detailed performance reports and
raphics are generated as well as log files detailing the issues
ncountered.

valNE as an API. The toolbox provides access to a series of
lasses and functions implementing various components required
or method evaluation on different downstream tasks (see Fig. 1).
sers can combine and modify these building blocks to produce
ew evaluation pipelines. The library does not implement any
E method but provides the necessary accessories to conve-
iently evaluate any off-the-shelf approach. The framework does,
owever, implement a number of link prediction heuristics (see
ection 3.2).

. Related software

To the best of our knowledge, no other libraries provide simi-
ar levels of automation and flexibility as EvalNE for network em-
edding evaluation. A recently proposed framework [13], which
raws inspiration from EvalNE, is geared towards evaluating em-
eddings on semantic tasks and is limited to node embedding ap-
roaches only. Other libraries such as OpenNE [14] and GEM [15]

focus mainly on providing implementations of NE methods and
present limited evaluation capabilities. Their evaluation pipelines
are rigid and tailored specifically to the approaches they imple-
ment, particular datasets and small sets of downstream tasks
(node classification in both cases and additionally link prediction
for GEM). The Karateclub [16] library is designed to aid users in
coding their own evaluations. Finally, other initiatives such as the
Open Graph Benchmark [17] collect challenging datasets for NE
evaluation. The associated OGB Python package also offer support
for data preprocessing and a set of evaluators specifically tailored
to the benchmark datasets.

Unlike these frameworks, EvalNE can evaluate methods with
different types of output, from node to node-pair embeddings
and node-pair similarities. Our framework is not limited to a
predefined set of networks or methods available in a particular
library. Instead, it can evaluate any available approach (note
that this includes all implementations in the above-mentioned
libraries). EvalNE also does not require users to write their own
evaluation pipelines nor significantly modify their code to fit a
particular API.

3. Software description

EvalNE is available on GitHub and is released under the MIT
free software license. The library’s code style complies with PEP
8 and the docstring documentation follows the standard Numpy
format. The toolbox is compatible with Python 2 and Python
3 and can be easily installed using pip. Supported platforms
include Linux, macOS, and Microsoft Windows. EvalNE only de-
pends on a small number of popular open-source packages and
others such as OpenNE and GEM are optional and can provide
implementations of different NE methods. The toolbox documen-
tation is automatically managed and hosted online by Read the
Docs. It provides detailed instructions on the installation and
main functionalities as well as a range of examples for both
command line and API use. Finally, the library contains a set of
pre-filled configuration files which allow one to reproduce the
experimental sections of several influential papers on NE.

3.1. Software architecture

Conceptually, the design of EvalNE can be seen as a set of
interconnected building blocks which provide all the necessary
components for evaluation. This modular structure, shown in
Fig. 1, simplifies code maintenance and addition of new features
and allows one to evaluate methods with different output types
(node embeddings, node-pair embeddings, node-pair similarities,
etc.) on different downstream tasks.

3.2. Software functionalities

The building blocks introduced in Section 3.1 are composed of
a variety of classes and methods offering the following function-
alities.

Data preprocessing. Building on the popular NetworkX [18]
framework, EvalNE offers additional functions for loading and
storing networks, pruning and relabeling nodes, removing self-
loops, sampling edges, restricting networks to the main con-
nected component and obtaining common statistics.
2
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of EvalNE showing the methods and tasks that can be evaluated. Downstream link prediction, sign prediction, network reconstruction and
node classification tasks are abbreviated as LP, SP, NR, and NC, respectively. Dashed blocks correspond to user-specified methods with different output types while
the remaining blocks are provided by EvalNE.

Data sampling. For evaluation, sets of train, validation, and test
ata (nodes or edges) must be obtained from the input networks.
he particular sampling strategy varies for each downstream task.
n node classification, for instance, this is relatively straight-
orward as test/validation nodes can be sampled randomly. For
he remaining tasks, which require sets of edges, we provide a
ariety of sampling methods. From timestamp-based to random
ampling that ensures the train edges continue to span a con-
ected subgraph (a key requirement for many NE methods). For
egative sampling, EvalNE provides two alternatives: the open
orld and the closed world assumptions. The former considers the

case where non-edges are not known a priori and, thus, must be
ampled from the train graph spanned by the train edges. In this
ase, the sampled non-edges may overlap with the test edges. The
atter considers the case where non-edges are known a priori and,
hus, the train non-edges do not overlap with the test edges. The
valSplit class encapsulates the sampling and negative sampling

functionalities.

Model training & validation. EvalNE provides specific classes called
valuators for each downstream task. These classes manage model
raining with appropriate input data, hyperparameter tuning via
rid search and collection of results. For sign and link prediction
nd network reconstruction, methods providing node similarities
an be directly evaluated. Those that output node or node-pair
mbeddings are evaluated through binary classification. EvalNE
upports any Scikit-learn binary classifier and implements Lo-
istic Regression with cross-validation as a default. Methods
hat only output node embeddings additionally require a binary
perator to compute node-pair embeddings. For this, EvalNE im-
lements the following operators: average, Hadamard, weighted
1 and weighted L2 (see [3]).

valuation report & visualization. EvalNE can evaluate method
calability through wall clock time, and performance through
ixed-threshold metrics and threshold curves. The library imple-
ents over 10 different fixed-threshold metrics including AUC,
recision, recall, and F-score. Integrated threshold curves, which
resent method performance for a range of threshold values,
nclude precision–recall [19] and ROC [20] curves. Methods to
isualize embeddings and graphs are also provided as well as
imensionality reduction techniques to map higher-dimensional
mbeddings to 2D. Method specific performance is recorded in
esults objects while global evaluation summaries are provided
hrough Scoresheet objects.

aseline heuristics. Specifically for the link prediction task, the
oolbox provides a set of heuristic methods for both directed and
ndirected networks. These heuristics are based on: (i) node-pair
imilarities, i.e., common neighbors, Jaccard coefficient, Adamic–
dar index, preferential attachment, resource allocation, cosine
imilarity, Leicht–Holme–Newman index and topological over-
ap, (ii) paths, i.e., Katz similarity, and (iii) embeddings, i.e., all_
aselines (the concatenation of five heuristics as an embedding).

4. Illustrative examples

In this section, we present two examples that showcase the
use of EvalNE as a command line application and as a Python API.

4.1. Command line example

When using EvalNE as a command line application a configu-
ration file describing the evaluation setup is required. An example
of one such file is presented in Appendix A of the supplementary
material. The evaluation parameters in the configuration file are
grouped into 8 categories or sections also described in Appendix
A. These sections cover general task-related parameters, data
ingestion and preprocessing, edge sampling, methods to evaluate
and results reporting.

Once the configuration file is filled, the evaluation can be
started using the following command: python -m evalne <con-
fig_file>.ini. The toolbox will automatically log any issues
such as failed method executions, provide a tabular output and
two pickle files containing the train and test evaluation score-
sheets.

4.2. API example

A code snippet showing the use of EvalNE as an API to eval-
uate five different methods on downstream link prediction is
presented in Appendix B of the supplementary file. In this ex-
ample, we first read and preprocess a new dataset, crate an
LPEvalSplit object that will contain the train and test edges and
non-edges and initialize a link prediction evaluator. Then, we cre-
ate a scoresheet object to store the evaluation results and select
three baseline heuristics and two NE methods to be evaluated.
Finally, we launch the evaluation and present the results.

5. Impact

Recent research has found that progress is stalling in many
areas within AI [21–23], and that at the core of this phenomenon
is the so called reproducibility crisis. Tools such as EvalNE and
others inspired by it, e.g. [13], have the potential to minimize
this crisis by enabling reproducible and consistent evaluations
and large-scale benchmarks. One such large-scale evaluation us-
ing EvalNE has already been conducted, specifically for the link
prediction task [9]. Moreover, the ability to use configuration
files to describe rich experimental setups presents two particular
benefits. On the one hand, evaluations are simplified as many
repetitive tasks such as data preprocessing or hyperparameter
tuning are automated. On the other hand, ensuring that other
practitioners can replicate an evaluation, reduces to making the
configuration files accessible. The authors of [2,24] have already
explored these benefits when conducting a link prediction eval-
uation on large-scale networks and a sign prediction evaluation,
3
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espectively. We also note that the software has attracted some
ttention in other research areas with BSc and MSc thesis in
he fields of Mathematics [25], Biology [26] and Computer Sci-
nce [27] making use of its capabilities. Finally, the user base of
valNE has been continuously growing for the past months as
hown by several popularity indicators of our GitHub repository.

. Conclusions

In this paper we have introduced EvalNE, a Python toolbox
or consistent and reproducible evaluation of network embedding
ethods. The toolbox allows users to compare NE methods and
erform benchmarks on a variety of downstream tasks using
utomated yet highly flexible evaluation pipelines. In the near
uture, we expect to broaden the impact of our framework with
upport for additional tasks such as clustering and node classi-
ication through link prediction, direct integration with libraries
roviding NE method implementations, extended visualization
apabilities and a GUI.
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